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Birth 

 

 

I watch the brown-haired man fall into the ditch below, his hands bound behind his back, and I 

lower the smoking gun. 

I just blew a crater into his skull, and I can feel the relief washing over me. Killing hasn’t always 

had this effect on me. I vomited the first time. But now, after years of fighting to protect everything 

I’ve worked to build, I’ve come to realize this one, single truth: 

It’s them or me. 

This man was trying to escape. He knew the rules when he joined. Once a member, always a 

member. Anyone who leaves threatens our security. I can’t allow that to happen. 

People call me a monster, but that’s because they don’t have what it takes to survive. The 

minions today think it’s OK to just fall in line, to become little bitches for the Upper Class and its 

sickening agenda to force anyone who’s not like them into slavery. The Upper Class don’t call it 

slavery—I know—they say people like me choose to live like this; we’re lazy for not trying harder. 

Fuck them. 

No one decides my fate. That’s why I made the Upper Class my bitches, my slaves. That’s why I 

created HELL. 

 

*** 

 

I WAS FIFTEEN WHEN JARON was born midsummer 2131. It was monsoon season in Phoenix—a 

desert inferno in Sector 1 that suffocated from weekly sandstorms that consumed the city. I wanted 

out, but Mom’s sixteen-hour workdays never earned us enough to leave. We could barely even 

afford to eat. 

The moon was new that Tuesday night, as if it understood the darkness that would soon sweep 

away my life. I was fast asleep, my government-issued contacts resting next to my bed, when a 

piercing shriek slammed into my head, shooting adrenaline through my blood like heroin. 

A second shriek, and I knew it was Mom.  



 

“What’s wrong?” I asked, running into the shared space of our one-bedroom apartment. When I 

found her lying on our only couch, holding the balloon which swelled from her belly, the carpet 

below soaking wet, I knew. 

“We gotta get to the hospital,” I said. “Let me grab my contacts.” 

But Mom stopped me with the force of her voice. “No! I can’t afford the hospital.” 

“You’ll die if we don’t go.” 

She shrieked again, and a wave of panic crippled my muscles. I rushed to her side.  

“Listen to me, Stone,” she said, grabbing my wrist. Her palms were slick with sweat. “If we go to 

the hospital, we’ll lose this apartment. They’ll take it away to pay for the visit.” 

Her grip tightened around my malnourished bones like a tourniquet. I grimaced but stayed by 

her side.  

“What should I do?” I asked. 

“Get your contacts. Find instructions on delivering a baby.” 

I protested, but she reached for my shirt to pull me closer, and I could smell the damp scent of 

sweat rolling off her temples. “If you don’t do it, I’ll die—and so will your brother.” 

I wanted to snap at her, half-brother. He’s my half-brother. If she hadn’t been so damned 

irresponsible after Dad died, we wouldn’t even be in this situation. Now, it was my job to keep her 

alive.  

I ran back to my room and grabbed my contacts, popping them into my eyes with the speed of a 

magician. Immediately, a three-dimensional screen appeared in the right-hand corner of my vision, 

hanging in the air like a kite, displaying the words, “What would you like to do?” 

“How do you deliver a baby?” I asked, and the screen dissipated. In its place, lines and lines of 

links appeared before my eyes, and I scanned through the headlines by tapping my temple, 

highlighting a different option each time. 

I found a set of directions from the United Council Medical Division and tapped my temple 

twice. For a moment, my sight turned black, and then a new world appeared around me. I was no 

longer in my bedroom, or even in my apartment, but standing in a hospital room with a middle-aged 

doctor dressed in blue scrubs. 

“Hello,” he said. “My name is Dr. Hash. Today, I’m going to walk you through the steps of 

delivering a baby. If you have a loved one in labor now, you may follow along as you deliver.” 

The instructions paused, giving me an option to combine reality with the video. I selected it, 

then raced around the corner back to Mom. 



 

“I don’t have gloves,” I told her. 

“Just do it,” she said, so I did … the blood, the screaming, the crowning, the coaxing, the 

umbilical cord, the cleaning.  

I held Jaron in my arms before Mom ever could; she’d fallen unconscious afterward. I wrapped 

him in towels and he screamed in my face. I had to admit, the kid was cute, even though I sensed 

that he was about to ruin my life.  

  



 

Ice-Cream 

 

 

You need to get a job, Stone, Mom told me just a few months after my half-brother burst into existence. 

Jaron needs diapers. 

I had been planning to start work anyway, but the money I made was supposed to be for me, for 

college. I knew if I couldn’t pay for an education, I was doomed to a life of poverty. A degree didn’t 

promise anything glamourous those days, but I could’ve at least afforded a roof over my head. 

Anything less basically ensured a life of homelessness and misery. 

Unable to defy Mom, I dutifully dropped out of high school and started my job as a tour guide 

for the Museum of Musical Instruments—the only place on Earth where real instruments still 

existed. I took a night shift, working from nine o’clock until four in the morning, all from Mom’s 

desk in the apartment. Every paycheck I made went to Jaron. 

Six years later, at twenty-one years old, there I was, still stuck behind a screen, narrating useless 

facts into visitors’ ears as they strolled along the endless, glass-ridden hallways via the screen of a 

mobile droid.  

“Tone,” Jaron said from behind me, because he couldn’t pronounce the “s” at the beginning of 

my name, “why’s Mom sleeping?” 

I was preparing to begin my nightly shift. “‘Cause she’s tired. She worked all day,” I said. 

“I wanna tell her something.” 

I rolled my eyes. “Where are your contacts?” 

“They hurt.” 

“Well, wear them anyway. The government requires it and you can’t just keep talking. You’ll get 

arrested if you talk in public. Use the messaging feature.” 

Jaron stepped back and wiped his hand over his head of black, greasy hair that resembled the 

coat of a skunk. Not that I’d ever seen a skunk, except through holograms, but I knew enough.  

“I want ice-cream.” 

“It’s almost nine o’clock. I have to work.” 

“I want ice-cream!” Jaron’s voice escalated, so I said, “Yeah, OK. Can we wait until four in the 

morning?” He protested at first, but after some more coaxing, he calmed down and accepted my 

offer.  



 

Jaron left me alone for the next seven hours as I worked from Mom’s desk, the crescent moon 

my only companion. I often watched the moon as I repeated the same script over and over again, 

thinking about the men who escaped this awful planet to walk on the lunar surface almost one-

hundred-and-seventy years ago. Since then, no one returned. Society left no room for dreams or 

ideals anymore. 

After my shift finished at four o’clock, I walked into our only bedroom and gently shook Jaron’s 

tiny body. He was snuggled next to Mom. He groaned, then opened an eye. 

“Ice-cream?” I asked.  

He smiled, then hopped out of bed. Within ten minutes, he was dressed, and we left the 

apartment—a rare occasion—and walked down the street to the ice-cream parlor. I hated going 

outside. The advertisements swarmed from towering billboards every thirty seconds, assaulting 

anyone who passed: seductive women charming men into the latest pornographic program (it feels as 

good as the real thing), young, handsome men coaxing us to try their energy drinks (the ladies can’t resist a 

six-pack).  

All products now come from the Upper Class—the world’s only employers, since they took over 

after the Virtual Revolution of 2075. For those born into money and power, the universe was their 

fantasy. Everyone else, like me, was left begging for a bone. 

As was usual in our society now, no one manned the ice-cream parlor. The city was silent 

twenty-four hours a day, every resident existing in a cyber-realm instead. That’s what the world 

wanted, as technology’s power grew. And this was the result. 

We entered the ice-cream store, where scanners and screens monitored the building, and a 

printer the size of a toddler rested in the room’s corner. I kneeled, then looked into the device’s 

scanner, and it read the contacts in my eyes, recording my information and pulling three units from 

my bank account. The contraption then printed Jaron his ice-cream, and we sat in silence as he 

licked the cone clean.  

Thirty minutes later, just after five o’clock in the morning, we walked back to our apartment. We 

entered the elevator, which creaked from lack of use, and sped through the air until we reached the 

tenth floor. We trudged off, walked to our apartment, and stopped short: the door was ajar. 

I furrowed my eyebrows, perplexed, and waved Jaron back. Cautiously, I took one step forward, 

then another, approaching the door like a nervous cat from the street. I reached out, tapping it open. 

“Mom?” I called. 

No answer. 



 

A bowling ball dropped in my stomach. Something was wrong. I pushed past the threshold, 

calling her name again. Still no answer. I yelled for Jaron to stay outside, then ran past our couch and 

turned the corner into the bedroom. 

That’s where I found her. On the bed. Bound, gagged, and naked—and soaked in blood.  

“Mom!” I cried, fury exploding from my core like the pin pulled from a grenade. I lunged 

toward her, ripping the ropes from her hands and searching her body for any sign of life, my eyes 

bleeding desperation. Her skin was cold.  

“Jaron,” I said, choking on agony. “Stay outside and call the police!” 

I wrapped her in blankets, ashamed to have seen my mother naked, enraged that someone had 

done that to her. I wanted to know who, and I wanted to know why. And I wanted to know now.  

  



 

Tio 

 

 

Within six months, they took away the apartment. Without Mom’s help, my nightly shift at the 

museum wasn’t enough to cover rent, and my worst fear came true: Jaron and I wound up squatting 

under an old overpass for shelter. 

They never found the man who killed our mother. The cops threw the pieces together like a 

haphazard puzzle: some asshole predator was scanning apartments to find a vulnerable woman who 

was alone—the contacts allow that, turning all strangers into mind-readers—and when his contacts 

showed our mother’s sleeping vital signs, he attacked.  

I never told Jaron that Mom died because she was alone. It seemed a burden too great for any 

six-year-old mind to bear. If he’d never asked for ice-cream, we would’ve been home.  

Life under the overpass was cold … harsh … I felt like an orphan gazing through the window of 

a home that wasn’t his. I barely slept, keeping myself alert to protect us. Then, I met Tio.  

You hungry? The message popped into my line of vision one winter morning, as Jaron and I 

hunched over a burning trash can to stay warm. We’d both lost weight—me, ten pounds—since 

losing the apartment. I looked over my shoulder to find a Hispanic guy, about my age, staring at me. 

His brown eyes slanted into the rising sun, and something about his demeanor hinted that he was 

the type who survived. 

Because talking in public was illegal—still is—I nodded my head in response. Then, he messaged 

me again. 

My name is Tio. What do you know about computers? 

I responded. Everything. Why? 

You don’t have to starve. There are other ways. Meet me at dusk in the alleyway three blocks from here.  

Then he left. I turned to Jaron and messaged him what happened, letting him know he’d come 

with me. That evening, I followed Tio’s instructions and found him waiting in the exact place he’d 

described. He motioned for us to follow him into an apartment that stank of rotten oil and 

unwashed feet. Here, out of the public’s eye, we were free to talk without fear of arrest. 

“Have you ever considered hacking?” Tio asked me. 

“How would that make me money?” I asked.  



 

Tio smirked, then chuckled. “I love meeting the virgins. You don’t earn the money, sweetheart, 

you steal it. From bank accounts.” 

I paused and considered his proposal for a moment. “You mean, from them? From the Upper 

Class?” 

Tio licked his lips, as if the thought aroused him in some sick, sexual way. Then he nodded. 

“Yup, or anyone else who happens to be nearby.” 

“But that’s illegal. I can’t risk going to jail and leaving my little brother to fend for himself.” 

Tio sauntered toward me then, placed his hand on my shoulder, and lowered his gaze to meet 

mine. I could smell the cigarette smoke on his breath. “Then don’t get caught, sweetheart.” 

A fire unleashed inside me when he said that, raging flames of anger I could no longer contain. I 

realized Tio was right; I was through being the victim of life. I glanced down at Jaron, at the slime 

smudged across his face, and decided it was time to fight back.  

 

*** 

 

OVER THE NEXT YEAR, Tio taught me everything he knew about hacking into accounts and escaping 

before the authorities could detect him. Jaron often hung on every word, listening with fervor.  

“The faster you get in and out, the less evidence you leave behind—virtual footprints, I call 

them,” Tio said.  

I’d known some basic hacking tricks, but this was a whole new level. Every day, I got faster, 

better, richer. Jaron and I gained weight and moved into an apartment. Tio took a cut of everything I 

stole, and while I sensed opportunity for true enterprise, I couldn’t quite pinpoint it. Not yet.  

As Tio taught me, and fed my growing power, I began picking apart his story. It didn’t come 

together quite right; he’d mentioned a specific name a few times, and each time, his lips would grow 

stiff. When I inquired, he’d revealed that he once had a younger brother. Once.  

Then, during a training session one day, I coaxed a full confession out of him after he had 

dropped another of his elusive comments. 

“My high school teachers said I was a computer prodigy,” he said, his callous façade starting to 

fade. “The banks recruited me, wanting me to protect their accounts from hackers. But I was still a 

kid, and they refused to pay—typical of the Upper Class—so my mom said no. That infuriated 

them, and they took revenge.” 

“How?” I asked, genuinely curious. 



 

“On my younger brother.” Tio paused, and I saw his Adam’s apple protrude from his throat as 

he swallowed. “After that, she kicked me out, blamed me for his death. And this—everything I’m 

teaching you—is how I managed to survive.”   

That old spark of anger reignited inside me, and I understood Tio’s rage against the Upper Class. 

While they might not have killed my mother directly, I knew if we’d lived in a safer part of town, the 

attack would not have happened. Or maybe if we’d had more money, the cops would’ve investigated 

her murder properly. 

Instead, no matter how hard our family tried to climb out of poverty, the Upper Class stopped 

our progress—by buying elections, or politicians, or new laws we knew nothing about. Anything to 

keep us down and the power in their hands. My mother’s eventual death was the result.  

Tio and I grew closer after he shared his story. Together, we built a small sanctuary at the end of 

the alleyway where we first met, against the brick wall which led to a basement. I didn’t realize it at 

the time, but that very spot would later become the headquarters of HELL.  

“We’ve made enough to buy a quantum computer,” Tio told me one day. “We could double our 

profits.” 

“Can we purchase it offline?” I asked. “We shouldn’t leave a footprint.” 

Tio nodded. “I know a guy.” Then he paused. “Look at you, sweetheart! You’ve graduated from 

virgin to whore.” 

Whore. The word reverberated through my head, penetrating like a broken record. I was a whore, 

still at the mercy of the Upper Class, of their despicable money and power and influence. Anyone 

would toss away a whore, let her rot in jail. What I needed to become was indispensable. Crucial. 

Right now, I was a parasite. I needed to transform into the host.  

  



 

HELL 

 

 

It was two weeks before my little brother’s eighth birthday when I caught Tio teaching him about 

ports and servers and networking to hack into bank accounts. They were holed up in Tio’s 

“apartment,” a pitiful box on the second floor next to our alleyway sanctuary. I wasn’t in the room, 

but my contacts revealed what they were saying. Data filled my vision, like peering through the lens 

of a computer, spitting out words, heart rates, breaths per minute.  

Conclusion: Jaron is excited, my contacts told me. 

I always knew Jaron would eventually need to learn our tricks, our secrets. He’d need to know 

how to survive on his own. I just wasn’t ready, so I marched up two flights of stairs and banged 

against Tio’s door. Jaron opened it. 

“What are you doing?” I asked him. 

“You’ve been busy,” Jaron said. “Tio has been teaching me how to hack.” 

I pushed past Jaron and found Tio sprawled across his couch, moving his hands through the air 

as he untangled parts and pieces of some account. I knew better than to interrupt him during a 

hacking job, so I stood there as he finished, gunpowder boiling in my core.  

“He’s too young,” I said, when Tio stopped. He glanced my way, stood up from the couch, and 

walked over to Jaron to rustle the hair atop his head. Jaron peered up at Tio with the eyes of a dog 

wanting to please its owner. 

“He’s a fast learner,” Tio said. 

“I don’t give a damn.” 

“Stone, it’s OK.” Jaron cut into the conversation and inserted himself between Tio and me. 

“You’ve been busy. Tio took me under his wing. He’s like my uncle. His name even means ‘uncle’ in 

Spanish!” 

Tio smirked at me. “Listen to your brother, sweetheart.” 

His words felt like pinch, a jab. Something felt wrong. “I won’t allow you to use him for profit,” 

I said, noticing the shaking in my voice. “Make me a whore, fine, but not Jaron.” 

“So angry,” Tio said, shaking his head in phony disappointment. “If you don’t want to be a 

whore, do something about it.” 



 

Do something about it. In the midst of my ire, Tio’s words struck like a hailstone to the head. Do 

something about it.  

I didn’t want Jaron to be a whore; I didn’t want my mother to be a victim. My mind was 

spinning as the question formed: 

With anyone—the government, an ex-lover, a criminal—able to access anything they wanted, 

what was missing? What did people really need? 

Protection.  

Protection of their privacy.  

Clients would pay more than God to keep their money, their homes, their loved ones safe. And if 

we provided protection via our underground hacking, no one could turn us in—ever. THIS was the 

answer I’d been seeking. 

“I know what we need to do,” I said, my irritation turning into fierce determination.  

 

*** 

 

WITHIN MONTHS, our new organization was fully operational. I wanted to name it something dark, 

foreboding; Tio wanted each letter to have meaning. 

“Hackers to End Lawless Labor,” he’d said. “HELL.” 

The paradox was perfect, even if the acronym was shit. We’d create hell, to escape hell. And 

we’d target the Upper Class.  

“How do we make them pay?” Jaron asked. 

I explained the brilliance behind the scheme: first, we’d attack a carefully chosen target, clearing 

half of his accounts and sending a contractor to burglarize his home. We’d never hurt anyone 

physically, but we’d create enough threats to scare him. Then, we would allow a week to pass before 

contacting the target in a totally inconspicuous manner. After receiving a sizable deposit from the 

target, we’d provide our protection service. And in order to remain under our protection, he’d pay a 

monthly fee. If he stopped, we’d stop, and allow the vultures to devour him while we watched.  

We had only one rule: anyone who worked for us could never leave. It was the only way to 

ensure we didn’t get caught.  

HELL was an instant success. I found myself intoxicated by the incredible power we suddenly 

held over the Upper Class.  Oh, the joy it brought me to witness their tears as they came to us 

crawling on their knees, begging us for help, like rats for cheese. Finally, they could feel the same 



 

havoc they had wreaked upon us. For once, someone was forcing them to shit where they slept. I’d 

fantasized about these types of moments for years, and now, I was living my dream.  

So of course, Tio—fucking Tio—had to go and screw everything up. 

By now, our operations had expanded to include four quantum computers and ten new 

employees. Word spread quickly about HELL, and some hackers traveled from overseas to join our 

enterprise. Everyone knew my name—as both a hacker and a protector—and for the first time since 

Mom’s apartment, Jaron looked at me with admiration. That, above all else, made me proud. 

“I want to help someone, for free,” Tio said to me one day, while we met in his quarters.  

“What are you talking about?” I asked. 

“There is a woman,” he said, lowering his eyes. “She was … raped. She came to me and asked 

for protection.” 

“Is she a member?” 

Tio shook his head. “No, she’s not part of the Upper Class. She’s like us. That’s why I want to 

help her.” 

“Absolutely not.” 

Tio shifted his stance. “Stone, she was raped. She’s scared that next time, she’ll be killed.” 

“If we help one person for free, everyone will want the same. It makes us weak, vulnerable—

don’t you see that? We cannot survive if we allow ourselves to show signs of weakness. Her 

situation is not our problem.” 

Tio narrowed his eyes at me, and his glare resembled a wolf. “Your own mother was raped and 

murdered in her home.” 

“That’s none of your damn business.” 

“It is my business. I want to help this woman. She doesn’t deserve to suffer.” 

“Neither do half the people out there!” The fury rose in me like a tsunami. I couldn’t believe his 

sudden change in attitude. What the heck got under his skin? “Do you think my mother deserved to 

suffer, or me, or Jaron? Of course not, but you know what, Tio? It’s a man-eat-man world out there, 

and I don’t intend on getting tossed to the bottom again to scrounge for food, just because some 

no-name bitch is a little scared. The answer is no.” 

I watched as Tio’s eyes widened, his pupils dilated, and he leaned against the nearest wall. “Then 

I want out,” he said. 

“You know the rules.” 

“I want out, sweetheart.” 



 

I didn’t know what to do. Tio knew everything about HELL: our real names, where we lived, how 

we hacked. I didn’t trust him. This asshole’s sudden change of heart clearly showed that he no 

longer agreed with how I was running things. He could go to the authorities, or take away Jaron, 

or… 

“You really want out?” I asked him, and Tio nodded his head. “Meet me in HELL’s basement. 

You tell the team yourself.” 

Tio merely nodded in agreement, and right as he turned to head for the door, I swung around to 

snatch the gun I kept hidden in my dresser drawer.  

“One more thing, Tio,” I said, aiming the gun at the back of his head. When Tio stopped and 

began to turn around, I squeezed the trigger. Blood spattered on the wall behind like paint, and Tio 

collapsed to the ground, his eyes pleading, Why? 

In the silence that followed, thunder pounded into my ears, through my head, and rippled into 

my bones. Time and space were somehow suspended, hanging me in purgatory as I stared at Tio’s 

lifeless body. Burnt gunpowder drifted into my nostrils, and then my eyes focused on another face 

also staring at Tio. A younger face. A tortured face.  

“How could you!” Jaron’s eight-year-old voice cracked from shock and anguish. He was peeking 

through the threshold, having come to visit Tio. To visit his “uncle.” Instead, he had stumbled upon 

this.  

“Jaron,” I said, stepping toward him. “I … he wanted to leave HELL.” 

I noticed a small speck of blood between Jaron’s eyes, and he wiped it away with such force, I 

worried he’d tear off his skin.  

“I hate you, you sick son of a bitch. You’re not my brother.” 

Before I could say another word, Jaron vanished from Tio’s apartment, racing away faster than 

the speed of light. Sickness slammed into me. Disgust rose in my throat like a flood, and I collapsed 

onto my knees, vomiting until my head was cleared of the evil I’d just committed. 

Congratulations Stone, I thought. You’re now officially a murderer.   

  



 

Epilogue 

 

 

That was 19 years ago.  

The brown-haired man whom I’d just executed joins dozens of other lifeless bodies in the pit 

below me. I don’t know how many men I’ve killed over the years; I lost count long ago. But each 

corpse in “HELL’s hole”—as I call it—ensures one less threat to me and my empire. 

Soon after I killed Tio, Jaron disappeared. I never knew where he went, but every few years, he 

randomly emerges at my doorstep. He’s living somewhere else now, some mysterious city or society. 

He refuses to give me any details. I try to track him each time he leaves, but the little brainiac 

learned how to disconnect himself from the system. He outsmarted me. He outsmarted HELL. 

People call me a monster, but that’s because they don’t have what it takes to survive. This is the 

world they chose. Now, they must deal with it.    
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